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ICH-04 - Form 

REQUEST FOR INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE FROM THE 

INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE FUND 

For amounts greater than US$1 00,000: 
deadline 31 March 2017 for a possible approval in 2018 

For amounts up to US$1 00,000: 
submit at any time 

Instructions forromp/EJffng the request form Eire fiVElflable ar. 
http.·f!www. unesco. org/culturelich/enlforms 

Nominations not complying with tho~e instructions and those found below will be considered 
incomplete and cannot be accepted. 

States Parties are further encouraged to consult the aide-memoire for completing a request of 
international assistance available on the same webpage. 

Possibllity to request international assistance when nominating 

To nominate an element for inscription on the Urgent Safeguarding List and 
simultaneously r-equest international assistance to support implementation of its 
proposed safeguarding plan, use-form JCH-Otbis. 

To request International assistance that is not related to a nomination, continue to 
use form ICH-04. 

For multi-national requests, Ststes Parties should be listed in the orqer on which they have mutually agreed. 

I Colombia 
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----~ ....... ~.~-··-·· ·--·-:-.:.-.1'"~ ·-·--··· - -

2.a. Designated contact person 

Provide the nam(l, eddress and other contact information of a single person responsible for all correspondence 
concerning the request. If en e-mailsddress cannot be provided, indicate a fax numbor. 

For multl•nalional request~ provide complete contact information for one person designated by the Stales Parlles as the 
main contact person for-all correspondence relating to the request and for one person in each State Party involved. 

Title (MstMr, etc.): M 

Family name: Escovar Wilson-White 

Given name: Alberta 

Institution/position: Directorate of Heritage - Ministry of Culture 

Address: Carrera 8 N 8- 55 

Telephone number: (571) 3414200 

E-ml:)il address: aescovar@mincultura.gov.co 

Other relevant 
Information: 

2.b. Other contact persons (for multi-national files only) 

Provfde below complete contact information for one person in each submitting State, other than the primary contact 
persori identified above. 

Indicate the officialllf/& of the project In English or French that will appear in published material. 

Not to exceed 200 characters 

"My Heritage, My Region". Strategy for :?t~engthening social management capacities of the 
intangible cultural heritage in th«;~ Colombian Orinoco region. 

Provide a brief description of the project for which assistance is raquested; incluring its overall objectives, expected 
results and main modalitl&s of acl/on. State(s) Party(les) iS/are invited to submit requosts that rec(}gnlze and respect 
local development agendas in their del!ign and planning. 

Nol fewer than 200 or mD/8 than 300 words 

Through the Implementation of this training strategy the capacity of local authorities and citizens to 
manage their intangible cultural heritage (IGH} will be strengthened. The final objective Is that 
agents involved in issues related to culture, as well as the general public interested in them, attain 
the abllity to Identify and assess the elements of their intangible cultural heritage from their own 
worldviews and cultural particularities. Furthermore, these agents will get to know the 
mechanisms, strategies and different types of actions they can carry out for the protection of their 
!CH. This project will be executed with a constant feedback from the Directorate of Heritage of the 
Ministry of Culture in order that its initiatives are carried out in a harmoniqus way with the different 
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policy levels of ICH s(3.feguarding. 

The Orinoco region's geographical location, as well its ethnic and cultural diversity, are part of the 
va.st eastern part of Colombia, which is especially valuable for the richness of Intangible cultural 
heritage manifestations that give a sense of belonging and identity to its inhabitants. Within tile 
framework of the peace agreements between the national government and the Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colornbia-FARC, new possii;lillties of collaboration with communities of this area 
are opened. To achieve this purpose, we propose to bring to the region the policy for the 
Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, designed and implemented with very positive 
results by !he Ministry of Culti,Jre between .?012 and 2014 in different parts of the countr)'. During a 
two-year period, a capacity-building strategy in ICH management will be carried out, by the means 
of which cultural leaders, officials from the cultural sector and the public will be trained in the 
safeguarding of the ICH. 

Indicate if !his is an emergency request that might warranl expedited examination by the Bureau. For this purpose, an 
emergency shall be considered to exist when a State Party finds itself unable to overcome on its own any circumstance 
due to calamity, natural disaster, armed conflict, s&rious epidemic or any other natural or human everif that has severe 
consequences for the intangible cultural heritage as well as communities, groups and, if applicable, individuals who are 
the bear&rfi of lhF;Jt nerltage. You wilt be asked tb describe the neturB and severity of the emergency ih section 13. 

D emergency request 

181 non-emergency request 

Indicate the total number of months rBquired for implementation of the proposed project. Assistance from the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage Fund can only oover a period of 36 months. 

124 . . . . . I 
·:-~1¥,~~~~,~ee~:~aE~~~?.!~L~!1.;~~~5~,~g_r.~~~~:~-~~~-?:9;.~~I~r~-~!gr:,.i~,:~;~;~;-~:~~~~~ra~~:~}' · ...... ;·::,::.; :,~·.;,~<: :. · · 

Has the State Party ever received any inlemationef assistance from UNESCO (Headquarters or Field Off1r:es) to 
Implement related activil/~s in th~ fiefd of intangible cultural heritage? 

~No 

0 Yes (if so, please provide details below: title , period, contract number and funding source) 
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:;~;::::~~~.~~.m~i:.i.t~be;'i~~1~-ii~-~~,~~;·~~~~;~~;:.t~~;~~~~~·r~~#~;mP~~$I~~~~~}i,~~~~~*t~g~J:!i~~}$11:2t~f;~~? 
I(IC/ic.att;~ the name of the agency, institvtion or organization responsible for implementing the project; this agency will be 
contracted by UN(;S90 if assistance is granted. lndfcal8 also the name ar1d title of the contact person B!ld other 
relevant con wet Information. 

Name oh_he agency: Fljndaci6n Mundo Espiral 

Name and title of the . 
contact person: Gyovanl Paolo Arteaga Montes 

Address: Cattera 32 # 16-41 

Telephone number. 51-2-737 5740 

E-mail address: fundacionmund6esplral@gmail.com 

Oth~H relevant 
infc;~rmation: 

~-~;I·:i¥~:~~~~~Kt-~€~·~~i-~tti~;.:T:.·.~~T~~-~,:y~~:·.:.:: ./i::f.:;:,~;~:~~,, .. :·::·:·~~ ·;i~;::;;~,:~~J.;;1~\::t~~fi:!;_;~~;:;::~~t.0t{:¥i:~:~:.:,~~:~::::.:::;:~~~~::;:;;.:~f~::~;~;f/ 
Tick only one box. 

I8J local (sub-national) 

0 natlonal 

0 sub•reglonal/regional (more than on~:~ country) 

Q international (Including geographically non-contiguous areas) 

~:~~oif~~~~~¥e~i:~r:;:~v.e~g£*1~1.~~~~f:hf{t:,~~~{1F~~~i:.~:·:~{;~f.;k>:::~::·;~'i:;swt~:t:;~;;,.:_:;):::·:~i~_\!'\BW:~:f0i:JJt~~t«t.11iJi~~:~fJ:~$:?.;::./(·:·.,"~ir::::: 
Identify and characterize the geograph/r:a1 araa(s) in wtiicli the proj~Jfl Wlil 6e carried out. 

Not to exceed 100 words 

The project will be developed in the Colombian Orinoco region, which includes the departments of 
Arauca, Meta, Casanare and Vichada, covering an area of 310,000 square kilometers. This 
territory includes differeat types of ecosystems, among which an area of Andean foothills, 
extensive Inter-tropical savalinas (the llanos region), transitional forests and tropical rainforest 
areas. All this geographical conditions have influenced the development of particular cultural 
manifestations. 
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TicH one box to idenUfy tbe purpose for which intemalional assistimce is requested. 

Tflis form is not to be used for requesting praparatory ass/stanqe. States Parties wishing to request preparatory 
assistarice for the elaboration .of nominations for inscription on the Urgent Safeguarding Ust should use Form ICH-CIS, 
and States P.arlfas wishing to request preparatory assistance for elaborating proposals for the Register of Best 
Safeguarding Practices should use Form ICH-06. 

0 safeguarding herita.9e inscribed on the Urgent Safeguarding List 

D safeguarding heritage being nominated for inscription on the Urgent Safeguarding list 

D elaboration of inventories 

~implementation of programmes, projects and activities for safeguarding 

;~\1'3~~~~~~~~tr~~:~t~1~:n~i.:n~,[~i#..t~~t~J~,;t:~tr;·::!'~·:~:~~~;:~r~~fr:,::?;-:~;f{·cs;r!;;l~f;t~~r.~r:~w\;f::t~~.~1;;~~~{;:_~:t~:;:~::~;~;.,e,r;;;:~:.:·: .. ·::.: 
Tick one or several boxes to Identity the forms that the intemallanal assistance will lake. 

t8l.studies concerning varlou~ aspects 9f safeguarding 

0 the provision of experts and practitioners 

[8J the training of all necessary staff 

~ the elaboration of standard-setting and other measures 

0 the creation and operation of infrastructures 

~ the supply of equipment and know-how 

tJ other forms of financiai and tec;hnical assistance 

ProvidE~ a brief dasqriptlon of the current situation and the need thst the proposed assistance would address. For 
emefg8ncy <JSsistance requests, describe the nature and £evetity Of the emergency. 

1. For safeguarding Of a parlicular elsment, provids a description of /ha element, its social and cultarel functions, its 
viabilityln temis of ifs practita.and transmission and why safeguarding measures are required at this time. 

2. For programmes or aqtMties not focused ori a particufar element (e.g., preparation of inventories, strengtilaning of 
capacities, awareness-raising, visibility}, i:18scrilm why these programmes or activities are necessary arid what gaps 
exist in other related programmes and aGtlvities. 

Not fewer than 750 or more than 1000 words 

When the ICH Safeguarding Policy of Colombia Was promulgated in 2008, one of the main 
obstacles to its effective Implementation at the national level lay ih the poor availability- in much 
of the country, but particularly in the more remote areas - of the existing information on the 
identification, documentation and management of the !CH. 

On account of these weaknes~es. as well as the recurrence of events and forces that stem from 
the internal armed conflict in the country, the effective implementation of actions for the 
safeguarding of the ICH has seen extreme difficulties in Colombia. Over tiine, this reality has 
rendered invisible many highly representative cultural manifestations, both for those who live them 
and for the Colombian cultural heritage in general. To respond to this situation, the Directorate of 
Heritage of the Ministry of Cultl:lre carried out in 2011 a pedagogical strategy aimed at 
strengthening social management capacities in ICH in different regions of Colombia. Between the 
years 2012 and 2014, this initiative trained over 200 people ih 13 departments (including cultural 
leaders; officials and the general population) In ICH management and safeguarding. This strategy 
has an impleinentatfon methodology and a program of activities that develops in 4 phases. 
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The Orinoco region comprises 27% of the country's territory and shows alarming levels of 
marginality and institutional weakness in relation to the management of its !CH. While the various 
problems in the region are partly a consequence of the diffiCulties in managing such large and 
complex territories ~nd of the recurrence of the internal armed conflict in recent years, one cannot 
deny the state holds a large respoAsibility by prloritizing in the past a model of centralist nation 
that left bc;>rder areas iike the Orinoco relegated as nothing more than a source of raw materials 
and a last refuge for the population diasporas that fill Colombia's history. 

1 The particular dynamics or settlement, territoriality, development of practices and customs, 
1 interactions and collisions, along with other aspects that together constitute the identity of the 

different population groups living iri the region -- including 13 indigenous groups - have generated 
a complex sociocultural framework iA the region that has produced unique cultural manifestations, 
both from the mestizo population (mostly related with the work on the fields and the shared history 
of settlement, colonization and establishment in the plains), and from the various indigenous 
groups who have inhabited the territory since time Immemorial and whose worldviews survive 
despite the changes that colonization, the armed conflict and the market economy have brought 
upon th~ir societies. ~ 

The departments comprising the region (Casanare, Arauca, Meta, Vicha<;la) encompass a socially 
varied and culturally vibrant people, who have suffered the abandon of the state and the constant 
shadow of the armed conflict. Many of the social niches where cultural rnanifes~tions materialiZed 
have disappeared and, as a consequence, these expressions are in danger of doing the same. 
Added to the diversion of resources to the conflict, the lack of effective communication on heritage 
policies and the mechanisms for their protection has impeded that grassroots proposals - in the 
scale of the cultural diversity already mentioned-- arise in the region. 

Our interest in implementing the strategy of capacity-building in social management of the ICH In 
I the Oririoco region arises from all the elements mentioned above. We believe that the new 

possibilitfes of interaction with the territory opened up by the signing of the p(:l~ce ~greements 
offer a great opportunity to strengthen the social fabric of the peoples of the Orinoto region. 
Through the defemse, promotion and management of their intangible heritage a more peaceful 
and inclusiVe society <;:an be built in the region. 

hi addition, given the international framework for the implementation of the Convention for the 
1 

Safeguarding of the lnt~ngible Cultural Heritage (2003), the progress made by UNESCO in the 1 

strengthening of the Capacity-Building Program, and the central role of cultural heritage in Agenda 
2030 and the Sustainable Oeve!opment Goals issued by the UN, we believe that the 
Implementation of the project fOrmulated in this document would entail a considerable aid to the 
efforts of UNESCO towards making <>I,Jiture and cultural heritage, active players In sustainable 
development process~s at the regional and global levels. In the specific area of !CH, this proJect 
will be a concrete contripution to the effortS of the UN and UNESCO for the promotion of social 
justice and the empowerment of communities for the recognition of their cultural rights. 

i 14t<?bJ~~~~~~~~w~:~·~'~¥p~:tJ~;r;~~~i-~)-~:~;:·.>~·}~:':fff)~~:;1W:t:,?J.tl#~~~~~W1~ifz;.~ih:jiJ~Ii'1~&~:~:wvJ~r~r:~a:;~~~:~~:~:~t~;~s 
Identify in terms as clear and measurable as possib/9: (i) what medium"tenn effecls would be achfevad by the 
implementation of the project (objectfvos) and {11} what kind of positive impacts and concrete accomplishments would be 
seen after implemenfing the proposed proj6cl (expected results) . Both need /o be spelled out in defa11 and linked to the 
infonnafion included under section 15 below (Aclivilies). 

Not fewer than 100 or mon1 than 300 words 

Objectives: 

The implementation of the capacity-building strategy in social managem~nt In ICH for the Orinoco 
region seeks that local authorities and citizens have the autonomous power to identify and assess 
the elements of the Intangible Cultural Heritage in their midst and know the mechanisms, 
strategies and different types of actions that can foster its safeguarding. 

To Implement the capacity-building strategy in social management of the !CH to strengthen the 
capacities of the different agents involved in the cultural sector of the Colombian Orlnoco region in 
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ord~r to identify, document and manage th~ manifestations of the Intangible cultural heritage in 
this territory. 

E~pepted results: 

- To develop a training strategy In ICH for the Orinoco region by the means of which the 
mechanisms and strategies for ICH safeguarding will be shared with those involved in the cultural 
managemeAt In the region 

- To develop research processes with local agents to identify manifestation:;; of ICH, as well as 
their current situation and passible threats to their survival. 

- To cc;msolidate a relationship between local bearers of intangible heritage in the Colombian 
Oifnoco region with various agents, institutions and related ICH management and protection 
agenct~ at the national and international level. 

"" To consolidate a significant group of cultural agents and members of the civil society in the 
Orinoco region who are committed to saf.;!guarding the ICH, and who, through their research 
work, feed the local r~gistry and the national inventory, and allow, In the future, to build 
Representative Lists of the lntl;t~gible Cultural Heritage at the departmental ~nd regional levels. 

-To build m~nagement indicators for future training strategies, thus strengthening the actions that 
the state carries out ~t the national level to step up the protection of the !CH, as acknowledge in 
the 11th Sustainable Development Goal. 

Mat are the key actions to be carried out or work to b8 done in order to achieve the expscted results identified in 
seqfion 14 (Objectives and expected results)? Activlh9s need to be described In their best sequence, explained in a 
detailed and narrative manner and thelr feesibiiii)J should be demonsl~led. The information inctud8d in this sactlon 
should be consistent with that providOO under section 17 (Timetable of t!JfJ project) and section 17 (Budget). 

Not fewer than 300 or fTIOf9 than f 000 words 

The training strategy for the four department~; of the Orinoco region will take place In two years. 
During the first year, the strategy will be implemented in two departments, leaving the remaining 
two for the second year. 

1- Characterization qt context: 

This phase is prior to the training courses themselves and will be implemented both in the first and 
~eG<;>nd years, as it aims to meet the particularities of each of the four departments. For this 
purpose, four professionals (two social scientists and two educators) Will be chosen, who will work 
in pairs to complete the characterization of each department. This work will take two months and 
will· inclt,~de ~. review of secondary sources for a better understanding of the historic;al, cultural and 
geograpt:Jical contexts that determine the cultural manifestations found in the department. This 
information will help to engage ih inform~d dialogue with community leaders and officials from the 
region. lt also includes a first approach to the different institutions in the departments with the aim 
to fake stock of the National System of Culture and jointly build the call and selection of local 
community leaders and cultural agents who make up the heterogeneous group of participants in 
the strategy. The number of people who will participate In the implementation of the strategy 
proposed in this project will be defined at this stage. 

2- Methodological design and development of training courses: 

Based on the characterization carried out in the first phase, the methodological route will be 
tailored to the needs and peculiarities of each department. The educators will work for one month 
in the formulation of the training cycles for the community and cultural leaders, civil servants and 
members of the institutions responsible for culture. This activity will also be held in each of tfle two 
years of project implementation, !Jiven that each year two different departments wi!l be involved. 

1 3- Cycle of participatory workshops for community leaders. government officials and the general 
! public: 
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The participatory workshops will take place during three months. The first workshop aims to 
familiarize the participants With the concepts of heritage and with several Interactive 
methodological tools that help in the recognition of the different cultural expressions which might 
exist within their communities. The goal of this workshop is to encourage iocal researchers to 
bring an original heritage safeguarding project to their own communities. Working in pairs, 
participants will define a theoretical or practical topic and build a work plan around lt. According to 
established criteria, an econpmic incentive will be awarded to participants by way of a research 
grant. This itlcentive ensures that those participating, most of whom receive a limited income in 
their dally lives, can fully develop their project. 

During the second month, the pairs of researchers return to their homelands and develop the 
resee~rch-practleal project planned during the first month, appfying the research t091& previously 
mastered. During the development of this task, each of the professionals responsible for the 
orientation of the workshops will travel to the various departments to ensure a personalized 
a~;:companiment, monitoFing end feedback. 

The second wor1<shop will take place during the third month: the pairs of cultural man~gers will 
present the results of tneir research as well. as the experiences they shared during that period. 
With the aid of professionals and educators, adjustments and observations relevant to each one 
of the projects will be made. 

Once the results are presented, the technical team will assess the research-practical projects 
according to criteria of content and level of community participation, making a selection of the best 
work$, Which then will be edited and published. 

In the second year of implementation, the workshops will be repeated in the remaining two 
dep$rtments, with the added benefit of learning from the evaiuation of the work don~ during the 
first year. 

4- Midterm evaluation of the project: After the activities of the first year, the panner in$titution In 
the project will carry out an evaluation that will identify the strengths and weaknesses that were 
evident in its implementation, :;;haring this information to nurture the preparation of the training 
cycles for the second year. 

5- Analysis of results. U):)ort completion of training, the technical team will meet to conduct a 
comprehensive assessment that draws on the experience that participants have progressively 
recorded in logbooks ~nd shared in communal spaces. After assessing the technical, 
administrative and financial aspects of the project, a document with guidelines and 
recommendations will be produced as a basis for the following years of Implementation of the 
strategy . 

Attach a m6nth-by-month timelabl~ for the proposed activities, proferabfy vsing the ICH.()4 Timetable iJild Budget 
form. T~e ihfOrfflatlon provided shoufd be in confonnity with ti!IJ/ in section 6 (Duration of the project) as ~if as in 
conf9f7Tlily with the detaii{Jd .activities and their seque~s es incJUded under see!ibn 15 (Activities) aild in tha budget 
ovetvfew in section 17. Please nota that the activities can only begin epproxfmately three months after approval of the 
request at the eerh"est. 
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Attach a d~tai/ed budget breakdown in US dollars of the amount requested, by activity and type of cost (fl.g. 
personnel, travel, suppli(ils, equipment, etc.) With enough spooific/ty and detail SIJ as to provide sufficient justificatisn 
and to allow actual expenses to be matched directly against the projections. This budget breakdown shall be provided 
as f!n attilchm~nt to this iQ!TTl, pl"8fersbly using the ICH-04 Tfmetabl• and Budget ;orm. The budget should reflect 
only the activities and expenses described above and be prepared in a rigorous and transparent way, fully f9flecling all 
sources of support. 

In each section of the budget, cl(!arfy distinguish the amount requested from the Intangible Cultural Heritage Fund 
from the amount to be contiibuted by the State Party or other sources. The Stale Party contribution Includes local and 
national government allocations as well as in-kind contributions; 'other sources' can include NGOs, community 
organizations, foundations or private donors. 

11 is also croclsl that the budgat breakdown should correspond exaqffy to the detailed narrative descn'ption provided 
uncjer section 15 (Activities) and to th&limetable attached for saotion 16. 

Provide below ths budget overview, being certain that the figures are identical to those provid&d ih the ICH-04 
Timetable and Budget ;orm. · 

Overview: 

Amount requested from the Fund: US$424.011.55 

Stat13 Party contribution: US$47.000.00 

Other contributions (if any): US$21 .000,00 

Total project budget US$49-2.011.55 

·tdentify clearly the community(ies), group(s) or, if appropriate, lndMduals cOncerned with the p(Q(JOsed project, including 
the rote of gend6r. Describe lh9 mechanisms for fully Involving them in the .preparation of the f9qusst as wail as in the 
impleinentation of all/he propoSi>d activities and in their evaluation and follow-up. this section shou/(j describe not only 
the partiCipation Of the communities as beneficiaries of the projfJC/ and of finanCial support, but also their active 
participation in the prOj(JCI design; their perspectives and aspireiions snould be fully rsffected rn the proposed project. 

Not fewer th~n 300 or more than 500 wqrds 

This project has among its objectives to establish a relationship with cuHural agents in the Orinoco 
region, who have not been able so far, due to the difficulties explained in sec!lon 13. to fully 
connect to the !l!:!ritage management and safeguarding directives coming from the central 
gov~mment. lt is for this reason that before starting the workshops a context characterization step 
is proposed; this will be critical to the implementation of . ~he educational activities tQ come 
afterward. At this stage, the cultural leaders of the region, evem those who will later participate in 
the workshops, will define the content which they consider should be included In the educational 
workshops, along with the professionals who were in charge of the characterization. 

The methodological design and development of the training courses will follow from the results of 
this process. At this stage, the contents of the workshops will be elaborated based on what 
leaders and other local agents have highlighted in the previous field work. As a result, the training 
strategy in each territory will be formurated by the local population; in this process, people from all 
backgrounds and age rang~s will participate, with special emphe~sis on the knowledge coming 
from women (who are the carriers of a large number of traditions that have been rendered 
invisible by the issues mentioned above and the patriarchal culture that has prevailed in the 
region). 

rn the implementation of the workshops a participatory methodology will be used, seeking to 
establish a harmonious relationship between the technicat concepts employed by cultural 
institutions and the language of the communities. When analyzing the educational path of the first 
workshop, the voice and experience of the participants will complement and make sense out of 
the tools designed around safeguarding policies and concepts. 
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The next phase of Implementation of the methodologies of identification and research in intangible 
heritage is directly carried out by the leaders in their respective communities. 

The goal of the second workshop, in which managers share the results of their research, is to 
promote a social learning atmosphere, wher.e the ability to generate knowledge stems from the 
sharing of knowledge itself, in this way fostering participation and establishing a dynamic where 
local leaders are those who contribute to and guide this space. · 

The strategy will ensure community participation throughout its fonnulafion, implementation and 
monitoring. 

Describe the bac;kground, structure, mission and refevant experience, etc. of the implementing organization or body 
fndlcatect under section 8 that wiJI bo responsible for carrying out the project. Identify the human resources available for 
implementing it and Indicate their division of tasks. Descn'be how 11 will manage the project impiementaUon. 

Not fewer than 150 or more than 500 words 

The Mundo Espiral Foundation was created in October 2007 in the city of Pasta by the initiative of 
a group of professionals from different fields. lt carries out i1s work in the various geographical 
regions of the Department of Narii'io, Including the Andes mountains, the Pacific coast and the 
Amazon jungle. 

Between 2008 and 2016, the foundation has received various awards (lnd grants, and has signed 
c;ontracts and agreements with the Ministry of Culture (Directorate of Heritage, Incentives and 
'Concertation programs, National Dance Plan), the Governors' offices of Narino, Putumayo, 
Vlchada, Vaupes, Tqlima, Casanare, Santander, Guajira and Sucre, along with many municipal 
governments and other public and private secfor entities. This has allowed the organization to 
grow in experience anc;i knowledge in the area of heritage, positioning itself tod!=JY as one of the 
foundations with greater recognition at the local, national and international level for their 
responsible and committed work. 

Structure; The Foundatjon is led by a Director, followed by a Oeneral Project Coordinator, a 
Communications Coordinator, an Administrative Coordinator, research assistants, coordinators in 
the field aQd, as required by $ach project, regional, departmental and municipal contacts. Its 
erganizatiolial structure includes a General Assembly of Associates, a Management Board, a 
Statutory Auditor, a Genera! Secretariat and a Legal Department, which together are responsible 
for ensuring that the actions performed by the Mundo !:;spiral Found<:~tion are effective. 

Missi9n: MUNDO ESPIRAL is a non-governmental non-profit organiZation comprised of 
profession;;~ls from diff~re11t fields, which arose from the need to sow seeds of peace, to contribute 
to a p~aceful coexistence and to help projects that see~ after an integral and sustainable 
development of communities. The Foundation works through the implementation of pians, 
programs· and projects based on the fundamental human rights, practicing a post-conflict sensitive 
approach and an ethic that is sensitive to differences and refrains from any harmful action. 

PRINCIPU~S 

* Social: Strengthening. of the social- fabric and the human talent In the communities, bringing 
about a positive impact on their quality of life. 

* Cultural: Practices that encourage the social ownership, conservation, protection, safeguarding, 
· dissemination and responsible enjoyment of the tangible and intangible cultural her~age at the 
local, regional, national and international levels. 

* Environmeh~l: Sustainable development and sustainable ecosystems; conception of a healthier 
future through the work done in the present. 1 

* Political: Participation of the communities in the diagnosis and solution of their problems, as well 
as in the d~i~ion making process, projec1 management, monitoring and evaluation of their 
initiatives. 
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* Economic: To gener<;~t~;~ more just -.:~nd eq1,1itable relations of praductlon, distribution and 
consumption, by promoting a s61iaarity and cooperation~based economy. 

" Te.chri<;>logy: To provide the community with training and access to science, technology and 
innovation. 

Pe~r:ribe, If app/ir:able, coordination arrangements with any other partners and their responsibilities in the 
implementation of the pio}ect. ldenlffy haman resources available in each of the entities involved. 

Not more than 500 words 

There will be petman~nt coor<iination with municipal and departmental secretaries of Cllltt!re, 
since these instiiutions have better incidence In the territories where the project Is going to take 
place. Both the Ministry of Cuttt:Jre and Furidaci6n Mundo Espiral the implementing ~gency, will 
stablish joint working mechanisms in the different stages of the project with this secretaries, 
looking for their support and adl/ice in the research field works and workshops. 

Desc.riba how the Implementing organization indicated under section 8 end described under section 19 plans to r:arry 
out monitoring, reporting end 9vaiaation of the project and how the communities will be involved in this mechanism. For 
larger or mOre complex projects, 9xtetnal monitoring and evaluation aro pref&rable. 

Not fewer than 50 or more than 250 words 

They are carried out in three levels throughout the Implementation pf the projects: 1. 
Administrative and coordination level. 2. Work tearn level. 3. Community and specifiC context , 
level. This allows for a constant systematization of experiences with the help of structured . 
quan~itative an<;l qualitC!tive ~ategeries of analysis, defined according to the object of the project. A 
mlq tehll evaluation i~ expected to take place at the end of the first year, to focus mainly on the 
possible implementation issues. At the end of the second year will take place a final evaluation 
that will measure the success and achievements of the project The success In the following years 
will be checked by the number of projects and initiatives made by the people who parti~ipated in 
the project. 

Describe how the project may contribute to building up capacities or strengthening existing resources in the field -of 
safeguarding intangibls cultural heritage. Special emphasis should be placed on the capacities of the communiUes 
ooscrib9d in section 18 in safeguarding their intangible cultural heritage. Describing the impact on the capacities of the 
implementing organlzalioli may also b& relevant. 

Not fewer than. 100 or more then 300 words 

The project itself is designed .as a capacity-building strategy in the framework of the 
methodologiCal and conceptual guidelines established by rCCROM, IUCN and ICOMOS, 
institutions that have led the cr.eation of global policies to strengthen capacities in the areas of 
world and humanity heritage. 

The main goal of 1he project is to endow the Orinoco region with an installed capacity for the 
management of the ICtl among a group of cultural leaders, cultural sector officials and others 
concerned, so that from their own initiatives, and supported by the knowledge they possess as 
inhabitants of the region, they can design strategies, methodologies, programs and projects which 
are linked to the public policy of ICH safeguard. Likewise, the project seeks to advance local 
research and practices dealing with cultural manifestations; this will allow the agents of the region 
to articulate their work autonomously with various national and international entities. 
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DesCribe how lha results and benefits of the project .are expected to lest beyond the end of the project. If the 
mechanisms established by the project will continue functioning after the impfementetion of the project, describe how 
end whfch would be- the responsible body in cherge. 

Not fewer than 50 or more than 250 1't'Ords 

As the main goal of the project is to secure an Installed capacity among the local population, on~ 
of the main focuses of the workshops is to empower the communities to independently develop 
new herit<!ge mana.gement strategies. Once the training process Is complete, participants will use 
the tools and techniques learned to carry out their own safeguarding actions. and present projects 
and initiatives to the various regional and private partners who can sponsor them, as well as to 
promote the articulation of the regional public sector with state policies dealing with heritage. 

Describe how this asSistance may stimulate financial and tochnical contributions from other sources or may stimufate 
similar efforts elsewhere. · 

Not fewerthen 50 or more than 250 words 

The ICH manifestations of the Orlnoco region will gain in visibility nationally and internationally 
thahks to the- work of the participants, and to the publication, by the Ministry of Culture, of the best 
projects. This will in turn motivate other agents and donors willing to support such initiatives to 
focus their ~fforts oh the region. Moreover, as this program Is part of a lar_ger strategy at the 
natiof'lallevel, the experien~s generated from its itnplememtation will enrich similar efforts in other 
parts of the country. 

The request should conclude with the signature of the official empowered to sign it on behalf of the Stste Party, together 
with his or her name, tit!e and the data or submission. 

In the case of multi-national requests, the document shauld contain the name, title and signature of an offJcial of each 
State Party submitting the request. 

Name: Mariana Garces Cordoba 

Title: Ministry of culture 

Date: 29 of september 2016 / 

rrhwrvmw ~WM~' Signature: 

Name(s), tWe(s) and slgnat1,1re(s) of other offtcial(s) (For multi-national requests Ofl/y) 
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